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NeW Mexico

Friday, Nov, 12, ls the last
day to withdraw from a class
or the University withotJ~
college or school approval
"W," "F'~ or "NC" will be
assigned and $5 "Change of·
Program" fee charged.

D-AILY
Thursday, Novem.ber 11,1976

Film Expe·rt Fears·'Mundane Repeats' at U.
By Daniel Crain
Ira Jaffe, assi~tant professor of
theatre· arts and UNM's film lectu'rer, said yesterday that U:NM is in
danger of losing quality film
programming if the .Film Committee, under pressure from th.e
student government, begins a policy ·
of selecting films in coming
semesters on the. basis of commercial potential.
Jaffe said the recent publicized
bookkeeping woes of the Film
Committee will contribute to
pressure on the committee "to·
choose films on the basis of an
estimate of their popular appeal
rather than their aesthetic worth.

Ira Jaffe

Change Adult-:Child Ratios

non-profit Serendipity School, and
the only day care representative to
testify in favor of ratio changes,
said she did so out of concern for
the quality of care being provided
the 6 million children needing day
care nationwide.
·
"Research shows that children
under six, especially those under
three, are developing rapidly in
vitally important ways," she said.
"Many of them spend half their
waking hours in a day care-center,
where they may n'ot get th~ kind of
stimulation, talking-to by adults,
the chance to play with pots and
pans and to exercise tneir curiosity

The child-care center at UNM is not affected by the adultchild ratio changes because of federal interagency guidelines.
·
of 1 to 15 for children aged two to that they would normally get at
four remains the same.
home. These regulations have to be
The increased ratio occurred on put down on paper for day-care
the slip of a tongue and may be centers."
remedied, said John Cordova of the
Grady said an adult caring for
State Health and Social Services · more than four·children under age
Department which licenses day two "can hardly do more than
care.
.diaper and feed them, let alone play
The child-care center at UNM is with and talk to them."
not affected by ratio changes,
She mentioned the argument,
"because we adhere to the stricter brought up at the board hearing in
federal interagency guidelines," Santa Fe, that experts in the fi'eld of
said center co-director George child care, not the consumers who
O'Neill..
must pay for the service, in this case
The UNM center and others in parents, should define licensing·
the state will be affected, however, requirements for centers. "Patients
by changes increasing the number don't define medical license
inspections to four a year and ths r.equirements, ,, she said' "but
amount of technical aid that can be medical experts do.''
expected, O'Neill said.
Peggy Stewart, director of La
Cost was a major factor in the Puerta de los Ninos, said private
defeat of the lowered ration, said providers, unwilling to- provide
Cordova. "We haven't done any more employees to lower ratios,
good for anyone if we provide told parents the changes would
excellent service and price ourselves "cost a lot more," and that the
out of their ability to P!lY for day proposals also implied parents
care,"" he said.
needed state inter.Vention to help
several day-care . cente! ad- them choose a good child-care
ministrators, especially thos~. facility, spurring them to oppose
operating · on a non-profit basis, the changes.
"Actually,
the
proposed
expressed disappointment in· the
regulation's defeat. .
· regulations~ m?st of which passed,
Molly Grady,. director of the offered gmdehnes for ~etter ~ay
care and more· frequent mspectton
of state-licensed facilities.
"Parents are happy with the kind
of day care their children are
The price of USA Railpasse~
getting, and are not willing to pay
more to get a lower ratio,'' said
was incorrectly stated as $65 on
Bonnie Evnetzky, director of Mary
tlie front page of Tuesday's
Moppets of ·Dakota. "Our parents
LOBO. The price for the USA
pay $5 a day, or $25 a week~ and
Railpass is $!65.
'""------------'~ those costs would have doubled had

The Film Committee ought to
choose films ·"for an enlightened
public, to enlighten the public,"
Jaffee said, and not "mundane
pedestrian repeats· of what's been
available elsewhere in town."
Further, Jaffe said, there is "no
evidence to substantiate the claim"
that less-known European films
account for more financial losses
than the more popular American
movies shown by the Film Committee, since the latter movies
usually cost much more to rent.

"Questions of bookkeeping are
separate from questions of policy in . "People have to determine what
choosing films," Jaffe said.
their commitment to a good film
program is," Jaffee said. Among
other things that could be considered, he continued, are further
subsidation from the University

New Child-Care Rules P·assed
By Susan Grimm
Children in New Mexico's day
· care centers will not have· to brush
their teeth after meals and snacks,
as proposed to the governing board
of the state health agency in Santa
Fe Tuesday.
There can be more of them,
though, and fewer adults, too, since
two resolutions to reduce the adult·
child ratio in three age brackets
failed to pass.
While the ratio was reduced for
children younger than age two,
from 1 to 10 to I to 7, the ratio was
increased for children aged.four to
si?< from I tQ 15 to I to 20. The ratio

There is "a terrible danger,"
Jaffee said, in trying to recoup
losses lncurred by some films by
·switching to films of lesser quality
but possibly greater pr'ofit.

and an increase in the admission
pri~e from $1 to $1.25.
"Film-rental- prices have soared
in the last five years-in some cases
LOOper cent," he said.
''Last spring, the films offered
by the Film Committee constituted
the bes_t program since I came to
UNM," Jaffee said. At that time,
he said, he spoke with visitors to
AlbuQuerque from such cities as
San Francisco and Los Angeles who
were "stunned" by the excellence
of the spring film offerings. The
proposed list of films for next
spring, Jaffe said, represents a
distinct backslide into commercialism.
"Everyone is concerned that the
momentum toward choosing
quality films not be shut off," he
said.

24· Candidates Vie
For 10 Senate Seats

the ratio decrease passed."
Employees at Mary Moppets
receive the minimum wage.
Costs at various agencies in the
city differ widely. ·A month of fulltime day care at Serendipity School,
With 10 spots up for grabs in the ASUNM Senate, 24 students are now
a non-profit agency whose emcampaigning
for next week's ASUNM elections. Two incumbents and one
ployees receive above the minimum
ex-ASUNM
Senator
are among the 24 candidates.
wage, is $115. La Puerta, also nonwill
be
four
slates
of candidates along with four unaffiliated canThere
profit, charges $95 a month; La
didates.
United
Students
for
Direct· Action (USDA) will be running the
Floresta Children's Center, costing ·
largest
slate
of
10
candidates.
Other slates are The Student's Voice,
$146.28, inc I uding tax, is not
Pro,eressive
Party
and
How
and
Why
..
operated on a non-profit basis, but .
Biggs quipped that it has never yet
Tl1e candidates not affiliated with any of the above slate include
made a profit.'
Carlalee Medley, a sophomore pre-law student; John Gates, a sophomore
Jan ice Paster, a representative of majoring in political science; Bob Fein, a junior in arts and sciences and
the New Mexico Women's Political Juc.Jy Starn, a junior in speech communications.
~
Caucus said other areas discussed
Other
independents consist of P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia and Tom
by the board were,
Fisher. Duffey-Ingrassia, an ex-senator, is vying for her third term in the
-Complaints about day care ASf.JNM Senate. Duffey-Ingrassia is a junior in BUS. Fisher is a
presented to the health agency must sophomore in BUS.
be answered in regard to the
"
""'
.
Joe Cicero and Colleen Strohm, both sophomores in arts and sciences,
problem within 20 days;
-.:.Disciplinary action, such as are the members of the Progressive Party.
The Student Voice Party consists of four members: Ona Savage,
corporal punishment, withholding
food, humiliation of the child, and Marilyn Sullivan, Connie Davidson and Anna Durand. Savage is a senior
majoring in political science. Davidson is a senior majoring in speech comextreme isolation, are forbidden;
-Parents must be allowed to munication. Durand is a junior majoring in economics. Sullivan is a seniol'
visit inside a day-care. center at any in BUS.
time their child is there;
The USDA slate is composed of Eloy Chavez, a junior; Phil Hernandez,
-Parents must be told on the
a
junior
majoring in math; Diane Jacobs, a senior in engineering; Jeff
·same day if their child has been
Wolf,
a
junior
majoring in political science; Maggie Martin, a sophomore
severely punished;
-The old regulation making it in University College; Jeff Brosman, a senior majoring in engineering;
legal for 15 children and one adult James Thomas III, an incumbent senator and senior majoring in
to be in an otherwise empty room as engineering; Tom Williams, an incumbent and a junior in BUS and Janet
Easley, a sophomore majoring in political science.
(c1m'l on page 12)
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It's the .eat's Meow
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Carter Lists Members

Solar Rays' Rights Re·searched

Trans.ition Group Named
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ST. SIMONS ISLAND, GA.
President-elect Jimmy
(UP!) Carter named key members of his
transition planning group Wednesday and announced that a
transition office will be opened
Nov. ! 7 in. Washinetoi1..
Press Secretary J ody 11owell told
reporters that Barbara Blum,
formerly Carter's deputy campaign
·

z
ACROPOLIS
Old World Greek Cuisine
· served from 5 to II p.m.
(InSide Mitts Pamily Restaurant)

All food prepared Fresh Daily
by the

Tzouvares Family
some house specialties:

Vegetarian Dishes
Mousaka
Patitsio
Dolmades
Baklava and Greek Coffee
and much more food to go,
catering and private parties

director, will become director of
-AI Stern, Bruce Kirschc;nbaum
transition operations. She will work· and Curtis H~ssler to work on
for transition chief Jack Watson.
policy analysis and age?cy liaison.
The Washington office will be Stern was deputy dtrector. of
located on the fifth floor of, the Carter's issues staff, Hessler ts. a
north building of the Department Los Angel_es. attorney and Ktrof Health, Education and Welfare. schenbaum_ ts a former- Washt~gton
Powell said this location was representa~tve for New York Ctty · ·
chosen because it is close to Capitol
-;-H?mso~ Well ford, for~~r
Hill and conveni~nt to many federal legtslattve asststant to Sen. Ph1lhp
agencies,
Hart, D-Mich., to head a goverPowell also said President Ford nment organization and regulatory
has offered to let Carter use a reform group.
residence at 716 Jackson Place NW,
-Landon Butler, Matt Coffey
now maintained by the government and Dick Fleming to head the talent
for former Presidents, when he inventory program. Butler was
visits Washington before the political director of the campaign,
Coffey was . president of the
inauguration.
In addition to Blum, Powell Association of Public Radio
announced these other persons Stations and Fleming is an urban
Carter has chosen to help plan his development specialist.
transition:
-Lawrence Bailey and Jule
-Bowman Cutter, a former Sugarman to serve on the transition
Washington Post Co. official, to planning staff. Bailey was assistant
coordinate a new budget analysis director of the U.S. Conference of
group.
Mayors and Sugarman was chief
aministrative officer of the city of
Atlanta.
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Heiress F.ea rs
Assassination
SAN FRANCISCO (UP!) Patricia
Hearst,
fearing
assassination, had asked for
protective custody at the prison
from which she has been transferred, an official at the prison
said Wednesday.
Miss Hearst, 22, convicted of
bank robbery and now a government informer about her associates
as a fugitive, was· reported to have
been berated as "a rich little
snitch'' by some inmates at the
prison from which she was taken
secretly Tuesday.
-

By United Press International

Court Allows Killer To Die
SALT I:AKE CITY-The Utah Supreme Court Wednesday granted condemned killer Gary Gilmore's request that he be allowed to die
"like a man" Monday before a firing squad.
The scheduled execution will be the first in the United States in nine
years and the first in Utah since 1960.
The State Supreme Court reversed its own earlier stay of execution
for Gilmore after hearing his impassioned plea that he be put to death
on schedule next week.
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Gov. To Replace Mondale

'j

ST. PAUL, Minn.-Gov. Wendell Anderson sa.id Wednesday he
will quit as governor to take the senate seat of Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale.
Governor-designate Rudy Perpich, a 48-year-old dentist from Hibbing, said he would gladly appoint the 43-year-old Anderson to the
senate seat. "Nobody in Minnesota is better prepared," he said.

d
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Disease Causes Hotel's Death

i i.

,

PHILADELPHIA-The Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, for 72 years the
site of fashionable balls and lodging for U.S. Presidents and foreign
dignitaries, plans to close next week and become another victim of
"Legionnaire's Disease" which killed 29 visitors to the ,inn last summer.
William G. Chadwick, vice president and managing director of the
750-bedroom hotel, said that in order to keep the hotel in business in
the face of increasing vacancies, the owners had spent nearly $1
million over the past 90 days.
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Solar Power Sites Considered
WASHINGTON-Contractors who have proposed sites in Texas
Arizona and California are being considered for a $100 millio~
project to test large-scale solar power, the Energy Research and
Development Administration said Wednesday.
The experiment will involve setting up 2,000 mirrors, all focusing
on a water tower that will power a steam turbine and eventually an
electric generator capable of producing 10,000 kilowatts, ERDA said.

'I

Archie Bunker Wins Out
J

!•

NEW YORK-Actor Carroll O'Connor, better known as Archie
Bunker, won a . $500,000 judgmen't Wednesday against Swank
magazine for publishing an unauthorized and fabricated interview
with him.

New Constitution
Unanimously
Approved by GSA
By Melanie Northrup
The
Graduate
Student
Association approved a new
constitution by unanimous vote at
its monthly meeting held Tuesday
evening.
GSA President Carl Bradford
said the new constitution was
simpler and more workable than
the old one. He said the previous
constitution was "outmoded."
A committee headed by Margaret
Moses was formed last September
to draft the new constitution.
In other Council action Tuesday
night:
-The council approved a
resolution
supportmg
the
decriminalization of marijuana.

1976-77 Annual Register of Grant Support ts
available in the GSA office Rm. 248, SUB. Office
hours Mon.thru Thur~. !>:JOa.m.to J:JO p.m.

To be sold together

Rc{!i\lmlion for the 4th Annual Christmas Crafts

Fair is now in progress in the ASUNM Crafts: area in
the basement of the SUB.
The Albuquerque group of the Sierra Club will
meet Thurs., No\', II at 7:30p.m. In the hospitality
room or the l'irst National Bank. Three c:.cpcrts will
dcmomtratcequipmcnt needed ror winter camping.

l
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The Art of Raymond Jonson, Painter by
Ed Garman. "Brilliantly organized to present an extraordinary evocation of Jonson's life, his philosophy, and his work. A
rare and reverent book about a rare and
reverent artist."- Elaine de Kooning. Over
70 illustrations. Reg. $15
Nordfeldt the Painter by Van Deren
Coke. An account of the painter's
chronological development, a critical study
of his work, and an examination of his
place in American art. 87 illustrations, 17 in
color. Reg. $12
Sale price for the art duo $15

Education and the American Indian:
The Road to Self-Determination,
1928-1973 by Margaret Szasz. "Szasz has

written a well researched and informative
book about American Indian education. It
should become a standard work." -Journal
of Ethnic Studies. 272 pages, illustrated.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $6
The Great Taos Bank Robbery, And
Other Indian Country Affairs by Tony

Hillerman. "This collection is the essence
of Hillerman. which is always instructive
fun." -Alice Bullock.
Reg. $5.95
Sale Price $3
Indian Silver: Navajo and Pueblo
Jewelers by Margery Bedinger. "Miss

Bedinger has undoubtedly written a book
that will become the definitive, singlevolume reference for the history of jewerly
and metal working of the Indians of the
American southwest."- Gems and Minerals.
Sale Price $9
Reg. $15 cloth
Mirror Image: The Influence of the
Daguerreotype on American Sociely by

We Accept:
• Bank Americard • Master Charge
• Diners Club • American Express
• Shoppers Charge • Carte Blanche

IN ALBUQUERQUE SHOP AT GORDON'S: Coronado
Center • Also in las Cruces • Shop Gordon's Coast to
Coast.
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They said protection of the
New Student Registers Iruvc arrived and can ~c
~
"'.
homeowner's rights to the r-ays of
picked up in the Alullltli Office, 200 SUB, Moncluy ~
through Friday from 8 a.m. to S p.ll\.
~
the sun was imperative because of
0
the large capital outlay now
cr'
NM-PJRG nceris studPnlfi to work on a tax· 0
required to convert to or install
r('for.rn/solnr ent•rgy t.nd const•rvalion projN!l.
Crcrht off~r('d, or noJH'rC'di!. basis. PIHG Offil'l'. Z
solar heating and cooling equip- 107 C: Cornt'll SF,, or t•qiJ277 2757.
0
ment,
<i
"Zoning is the best tool," Utton
El
cr'
said. "We already have zoning
~
ordinances that regulate the height
and placement of buildings and
things of that nature. It is a nice,
general, across-lhe-board tool."
Utton said the zoning mechanism
is accepted and used universally.
Because of I his, he said there would
be minimal problems in adapting it
to use in solar rights.
The Martinez Home on Edith Nl::". south of UNM, is ·one of
COPIES
. "It is a tried and true legal the many new solar homes to be constructed in the state.
mechanism. We have a new goal,
but there is no radical departure
from established legal mechanisms.
It would reflect a new awareness of
An essay contest with cash prizes First prize is $50 and an original
the sun as an energy source for
on the topic "What is Reality?" is sculptured plaque. Second prize is
heating and cooling," he said.
Utton points out negotiations for being sponsored by Phi Sigtpa Tau, $25.
easements for solar rights could be the National Honor Society in
POSTAL'"'
The deadline for entries is Feb.
made with a neighbor, but this Philosophy. All UNM un- 18, 1977 and winners will be anINSTANT
would "require thousands of in- dergraduates are eligible to enter.
nounced Mar. 4, 1977. Entries arc
dividual negotiations. It is more
PRESS
The judging will be done on the to be submitted to Chris Belcher in
reasonable to lay down some
basis of originality, clarity and the philosophy department on the
2818 Central S.E.
general rules."·
profundity by three officers of the fifth floor of the Humanities buildUtton said it would be easier to
265-3435
New Mexico chapter of Phi Sigma ing.
apply these rules to new con- Tau.
struction rather than existing neighborhoods initially.
The essay can be of any length,
He also said Western cities,
A Little Bird Told Me ...
typed
or legibly written and should
because of their diffuse nature,
or
give
a
definition,
description
would not present the same
Peace Corps/Vista
problems as those of the congested systematic explanation of reality. If
Is Coming
the question cannot be answered it
Eastern United States.
shouid
be
explained
why
and
On Campus:
The specific problems involved,
such as minimal shading, hradeoffs defended.
Nov 17,18
between neighbors, peak sun-ray
Information Table:
times of the day and others present
First and second-prize winners
Student Union
hurdles, but Utton feels the key is in
simplicity
rather
than will have the opportunity to read
the paper to the Philosophy Club. L._
sophistication.
~

~

Definition of Reality Worth Money

•

•
Room 220 Journalism Bldg. IN.W.Como•Valoat Com .. ll
•
8:00a.m.
We will be open through the noon hour during the sale, All books listed ara new, perfect copies. We nlso have a wide assortment of other titles,
some slightly shopworn, at sale prices while stocks last. All paperbacks $2.00, $1,00. or less, Cash Onlv No Phone Orders.

Anthropology Club mecling Thurs., Nov, J I m
7:30p.m, in Rm.I22,Mitchcll Halt.

11-2·08·12

~

U tton and Eisenstadt; after
completing that research, concluded the best way to insure solar
rights was through the modification
of existing zoning ordinances.

Monday, Nov. 15- Friday, Nov. 19

•

White House Fellowships open t::ompeiition for cmc
j.'earwork assignmecus with executive branch offidals
in Wa~hington, D.C. Applicants must be 23·3·· by
Sept. 1977 and US citizens. Application dc.1d!ine i~
Nm·. IS. Contact tyn7cc at2774467.

Solar energy has been touted by
many people as the answer to the
world's energy problems, but what
happens if a neighbor plants a
lovely shade tree that blocks
another neighbor's solar collector?
Put another way: who owns, or
has ·a right to, the rays of the sun?
The answer is a simple "nobody."
With financing announced by
Thomas T. Shishman, director of
the New Mexico Institute at the
University of New Mexico, a UNM
law professor and a former adjunct
professor of engineering at UNM,
will conduct a study leading to a
model-zoning ordinance for the
creation of solar rights.
Law professor Albert E. Utton
and engineering consultant Melvin
Eisenstadt, in a prior study, found
that no legal basis for solar rights
exists. The National Science
Foundation, in describing that
initial study, said, '~It was the
seminal study on solar rights and
cannot be bettered."

Richard Rudisill. "Jam-packed with
specific reference~ to daguerreian us~go
and attitudes of mtd-19th Century Amenca,
Mirror Image appreciably expands our
understanding of what daguerreotype
meant to the first people whose lives it
touched." -Photographic Antiques &
Literature. 276 pages of text, 202 illustrations.
Sale Price $10
Reg.$30

to 5:00p.m.

WESTERN INTEREST

EiRE-AT IJARGANS

D. H. Lawrerrce in Taos by Joseph

The Columbus Dynasty in the Caribbean, 1492-1526 -by Troy S. Floyd.

Foster. "One of the pleasant surprises of
the season, an invaluable memoir illustrated with some rare photos."
-Publishers Weekly. 344 pages, bibliography.
Reg. $8.95
Sale Price $4

"Floyd's work is a well-written and illuminating account of the establishment of
Spanish civilization in the Caribbean."
Choice. 294 pages, extensive bibliograpy.
Reg. $12
Sale Price $6

General Pope and U.S. Indian Policy by

Fernando Cortes and the Marquesado
in Morelos, 1522-1547 by G. Micheal

Richard N. Ellis. "Few military men had
greater responsibilities for Indian affairs in
the crucial post-Civil War years than did
(General Pope). Yet more spectacular
subordinates won fame and remembrance,
. . . Now, fortunately, Professor Ellis has
thoroughly investigated his work." Montana Western 'History. 287 pages.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $2

Riley.
"Riley has produced a detailed case study
that both increases knowledge about Cortes and, more importantly, provides
valuable detail into the management and
adaptation of early colonial estate to
changing demographic and economic conditions." -Choice. 168 pages.
Reg.$10
SalePrice$5

The Great S.aft Lake by Dale L. Morgan.
Morgan's "garb of impersonality, no less
than his historical thoroughness and his
lively writing, make this a book for the
ages." Ray Allen Billington. 464 pages.
Reg. $12 cloth
Sale Price $6

The Harrowing of Hell: Dachau by Marcus J. Smith. The story of how a handful of
inexperienced young officers managed to
maintain life and stability in (after its liberation from the Nazis) the camp/is freshly
worthwhile, even 28 years later, and Dr.
Smith has a natural talent for telling it."

The Old Ones of New Mexico by Robert
Coles. Photographs by Alex Harris. "The
book provides a powerful reminder of what
is lost by the neglect of our white American
culture where old age is perceived as a
threat and old people disposed of as unproductive waste." The New Republic.
Reg. $7.95
Sale Price$5
The Religious Architecture of New
Mexico: In the Colonial Period and
Since the American Occupation by

St. Louis Post- Dispatch.
Reg. $6.95

Sale Price $3

In Search of the Maya: The First Archaeologists by Robert L. Brunhouse. "A

well-researched narrative, concerned mainly with the personalities of eight pioneering
explorers of the Mayan ruins in Yucatan
and Honduras." -Science News.
Reg. $7.95
Sale Price $4.
Liberals, Reformers, and Caciques in
Restoration Spain, 1875-1909 by Robert

George Kubler. "This revival of Professor
Kubler's book is of the first importance on
several counts ... , its treatment of its subject . ; . its beautiful inferences ... its textual and graphic excellences." -Paul
Horgan. 259 pages 75 photographs.
Reg. $15
Sale Price $7.50

Kern. Spain's transformation into a
semimodern nation was accomplished in
part by the leadership of the caciques, rural
political bosses of enormous power.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $4

The World of the Burglar: Five Criminal
Lives edited by Pedro R. David. "Not a dry

A Plain an Easy Introduction to the
Harpsichord by Ruth Nurmi. "Really a

chart of statistics but a scarily alive narration by representative youthful exconvicts
as to how they and hundreds of their
underworld kin operate, and why." -New
Mexico Magazine.
Reg. $10 cloth

Sale Price $5

w.

great book-full of practical information
but also getting into details of technique .. ,
(Covers) a wide spectrum of topics that
formerly required reference to several
books." -Choice. 248 pages.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $5

Race, Marriage, and the Law by Robert
J. Sickels. A history of the legal status of
interracial marriage in America, this book is
built around the case of Loving v. Virginia,
in which the Supreme Court ruled that laws
against interracial marriage violate the
Fourteenth Amendment ot the Constitu
tion. 177 pages.
Reg. 6.95
Sale price $3
Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor
Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-1945by Irwin F.

Gellman. "An excellent case study of how
the United States was able to maintain and
strengthen its political and economic control over Cuba while seeming to relinquish
it." -Hispanic American Historical Review.
311 pages.
Reg. $12
Sale Price $5
Stonework of the Maya by Edward Ran-

ney. "Ranney's 76 black-and-white plates
offer a brief but successful visual introduction to Maya architecture and sculpture ...
Students and travelers alike should find the
photos useful and enjoyable" -Library Journal. 119 pages.
Reg. $9.85
Sale Price $5
Sword and Pen: A Survey of the
Writings of Sir Winston Churchill by

Manfred Weidhorn. "By studying the
large body of literature Churchill produced, Weidhorn has done a fine job of
tracing the workings of Churchill's
mind during a long career in which he
was never far from the center of the
world stage." -Library Journal. 277
pages.
Reg. $9.50
Sale Price $5
The Writer on His Own by David
Greenhood. "The author invites readers to
ponder many of his ideas and notes
throughout the book. I've done this on
countless occasions and found the pondering helpful and inspiring."-Writer's Digest.
Reg. $7 cloth
Sale Price $3.50

EIHE BEibbAI\ SPEI!IAb!i
After the Storm: Landmarks of the
Modern Mexican Novel
Cuban Revolution: A ResearchStudy Guide, 1959-1969
Frontier Army Sketches
The Life and Death of John Henry
Tunstall
The Mexican Inquisition of the
Sixteenth Century
Politics and Society in Mexico
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Marijuana. Opinion Gives
Incomplete Interpretation
By Theresa C. Garcia
In response to the opinion written by.
Jack Brashear and John Skropnicky
concerning the legalization of marijuana
which appeared in the Nov. 3 issue of
the LOBO:
This article is a perfect example of
how one can use the Bible to prove any
point or opinion one desires by the simple technique of pulling one verse totally
out of context. When taken as a whole,
however, with every verse of every
chapter of every, book linked together
and understood in the light of all the·
others-this being the intent with which
it was written -the Bible presents a
whole picture in which no one part contradicts another.
"All things are lawful for me, but not
all things are helpful. All things are
lawful for me, but I will not be enslaved
by anything." (1 Cor. 6:12) Here. is the
scriptural qualification surrounding such
verses as Genesis 1:29, which was used
so glibly by Mr. Brashear and Mr. Skropnicky.
While hemlock, poison ivy, and may
apple. have been given to us by God, we
. definitely don't include them in our din•ner m.enu. There is no scriptural admonition aga·inst them, but it's foolish to
eat something that is obviously
poisonous. There are laws against murder which prohibit slipping some
hemlock in someone's teacup.
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Women's Field Hockey Cut
Is Ridiculous, Ludicrous, Bizarre

Are these laws blasphemy because
they prohibit the use of one of God's
creations to kill someone? No, for "Thou
shalt not kill." (Ex. 20:13 must be taken
into account in the interpretation of
Gen. 1 :29.)
"Do not get drunk with wine, for that
llllllll 111111111111 111111111 llllllllllllllllllllll II II II IIIII III II

Editor:
It is ridiculous, ludicrous and even
bizarre to adumbrate that funds for the
UNM Wome 's field hockey team have
been cut.
Having played field hockey for the
University of Madras, India (men's team)
for four years, where the competition is
tough like hell and where the sport enjoys popularity among men and women
alike, I am somewhat puzzled by the
reasons given by the authorities for this
drastic action.
It is a pity that this noble sport is not
popular in this country, unlike other
foreign sports such as soccer and rugby.
About two years ago, I had the opportunity to practice with the UNM
women's field hockey team. I was overwhelmed by the enthusiasm, discipline
and dedication shown by this group of

marvelous athletes.
Ever since, I have evinced great interest in their activities and have witnessed several of their home matches. I
have no qualms or compunctions to admit that this UNM team is one of the
most talented and dedicated teams I
have known here or abroad.
Maybe this team cannot boast the
most winningest record. But it is a grim
fact that no other UNM women's team
can either, or for that matter, no other
men's team.
It is my fervent and sincere hope that
the authorities will give the Big Plaid
Machine a fair chance to continue to
play this magnificent international sport.
Dr. Mani Natarajan

is debauchery, but be filled with the
Spirit." (Eph. 5:18) This verse shows the
scriptural attitude toward the clouding
of one's mind with any form· of intoxicant, be it wine, beer or marijuana.
There are better things and lots more
healthy things in life.
1 feel that the rest of the article had
some very good points, particularly its
emphasis upon the commercial and industrial usages of hemp.
Still, the out-of-context utilization of
scripture puts it on the level of junior
high school exposition. There are many
other books written in which one sentence can be taken out of context and
used to prove an entirely different
opinion than was the author's intent, yet
any trained journalist would not use
such a technique to support his own
views. Why then must the Bible be used
that way?
Finally, I must ask Mr. Brashear and
Mr. Skropnicky if they have any
professed and true faith in God or the
Bible which is his word. If so, their
methods can possibly be condoned for
they are expressing a respect for and a
belief in God and an indignation,
however misguided, toward the
"Blaspheming" of His laws.
If not, there is no excuse for their sanctimonious
and
falsely
pious
misrepresentation of a Book and a
Father who are sacred and beloved to
many people, of whom I am but one
representative.

Letter 51

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the o·aily Lobo
Staff .. All other columns, cartoons

and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.
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Editor:
In response to Wednesday's editonal,
I feel that class shopping is an integral
part of University life.
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Class Shopping Is Important
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Co'smic Cho.rlie
Plo.nets

what we're getting ourselves into. Granted, some students abuse the privilege
of being able to try out several courses
and choose from among them.

But ttiose who sincerely want to find
You can't judge a book by its cover out which course is best suited to their
and you certainly can't judge a course · needs should not be punished for the
by its course description. Some students abuses of others. I realize that course
choose a course by its title, others by the shoppers represent a burden to the adprofessor and still others by course ministration but it is one which the addescriptions and a few by recom- ministration should bear until an
mendations.
equitable means of separating users
from abusers is discovered.
Most of us, however, don't know
M. Kravitz

DOONESBURY

\. "t- Shirt ,..
~e . .
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· Ever_y Thursda_y
'?I!
~e Thru December 2nd
(')cP
J-..;;,
2 Winners Will Receive
t"t
2 FREE Dinners At The Tram
And Will Be Eligible For The

by Garry Trudeau
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In Hawaii
(Elliot's Will Provide The T-Shirts
Call F1rst Or Just Be There Tonite)

•••••••••••••••••••••••
Plus Special Gtwst Star

Managing Editor
Teresa Co1n

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Robert Palmer
I'

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

1 Weeks Po.id Vo.co.tion

I

The
LOBO
has
openings
for
photographers and reporters. Why not g~t
started on the LOBO before the semester IS
over? Interested students should contact
Wendell Hunt, photo editor, or Joe Donnelly, news editor.
There will be an opening for Arts and
Media Editor beginning next semester. Interested students should contact Susan
Walton, editor-in-chief.
The LOBO is in Marron Hall, Room 13f!. "
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Can You Spel?

Editorial
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Arts & Media
Ken Walston

Sports Editor
Tic 1 GallaghtJ1'

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Copy Editor
Karen Moses

Sunday Nov. 21, 1976 8:00p.m.
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Direct From

Compiled by George Gesner
Cadillac Bob featured in our
Sept. 23 Bandstand. The band isn't
your typical bar band and they're
no ballroom blitz and they're
playing this week at the place that
tends to your every mood, your
UNM corner bar and nightclub
Okies.
Planets are playing their down to
earth rock 'n' roll for one more
week at Alfalfas at Lomas and
Monroe. You'll know the band a
little better by looking back to the
Space Bandstand on Oct. 14.

and
Rolling
Nightly
At Minnesota Chubbie's

Rosa's Cantina
Last ffiile Ramblers
and a

Chicken Barbecue
Go 5 miles N. Of Berno.lillo
On 1-25 To Algodones Exit

867-9983

Bring Your Dates To The Hog's Breath
Tuesdaythru Sunday

Buy 2 Get 1 Free For Ladies
Now Playing: BLUE SKY

ILO

Blue Sky mixes up their country
with rock and vice versa at the
Hog's Breath on North San Mateo
past Montgomery next to the Pizza
Hut.
Kansas Rain pours out some
country and folk at Chelsea Street
Pub in Coronado Shopping Center,
The band likes Texas-style music
because that's where they're from.

Tro.veller

Frida,y & Saturda,y
Sunda,y
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Bandstand Looks· Sack
By George Gesner
Music in New Mexico is on the
upswing. Although the competition
in music hasn't reached the levels
set in L.A., Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, Nashville and
Memphis, the scene is improving.
There are excellent musicians,
residing in the state and some often
are overlooked or isolated in the
eyes of the public. Enter Bandstand!
Bandstand has evolved for the
purpose of giving exposure ~o
musicians in New Mexico. Bandstand consists of three features:
Interview; Band dates; MusiSurvey.
Interview takes you inside the
band, even closer than you can get
to them in a crowded dance floor.
We usually talk about their musical
influeces, past history, general
ideas about music, and more often
than not shooting the bull.
This could be your chance to
know the musician better than he
knows himself. Positive publicity
certainly doesn't hurt the group.
Since there are so many groups and
relatively a small space to put the
interviews in, we put in Band elates
as an outlet.
Band dates serves a variety of
functions. One, as mentioned
before lists a number of musical
performers around town, a brief
description if possible of what they
play, where they are playing, etc.
The bands get some publicity this
way.

4800 Sao Mateo Blvd. NE
Another function is the reader
angle. Here you are sitting in your
lonely. room as night approaches.
You have nothing to do. All you do
is look down the Jist and find the
type of music or band to your

BUY1
GET1

liking. From there on out it's up to
your feet or your auto to get you
there.

Frank Larrabbee does his
repertoire of easy iistening tunes at
the Establishment flight of stairs
down at the Montgomery Plaza on
the corner of Montgomery and San
Mateo.
Winterstreet softens up their rock
'n' roll at the Blue Spruce Lounge
on 7200 E. Central Ave.

Musi-Survey is a new feature that
should be interesting if the response
if good. The details are explained
below.
Eight bands have been featured
on Bandstand this year. A variety
of musical styles have been dealt
with including rock, jazz and
country.

Curly Snow & the Snowmen are
the eternal house band at the
Sandia Inn on 4007 Menaul NE.

nubicon slips their disco at the
Fogg's Bar, the pot of gold at the
end of the escalator in Albuquerque
Inn, next to the Convention Center
on 2nd St. The band is on a·leave of
absence from home slate, Arizona.
You and you and you should
come out to the Bison Tentative this
Wednesday night where anyone can
come and sing or play or recite or?
Tom Parrott is the emcee.
Clams are playing Friday night at
the Computer Date Dance in the
SUB Friday night. If you weren't
programmed, it'll cost you $1 .50.
UNM Marching Band has finally
made it. Instead of watching Dick
Clark's Bandstand show you can
see the UNM band on national
television Saturday morning. It
seems ABC now k'nows this is not
your everyday band and were not
bound to 'pass the chance to expose
them to TV land. All I c.an say is
Nielson is going to notice a jump in
ratings Saturday.

Tonight
The Cadillac Of The Bands

Cadillac

Bob
"OF INEXPENSIVE LIBATIONS AND
EFFICACIOUS ENTERTAINMENT"

ASUNM/PEC
presents
...,. :, .1fi.'r . .. ,,

Last Mile namblers, contrary to
popular belief, will not do a four·
hour version of "Ghost Riders in
the Sky" at Apollo's on 931 San
Mateo NE this week. The group is
probably one of the best known
bluegrass bands in the Southwest.
See their story in the Oct. 26
LOBO.

The bands include Traveller,
Cadillac Bob, Planets, Clams,
Swamproots, New Country, Tivoli
and Last Mile Ramblers.

t.o >~

•.. ""!'

Bill Hallock is the man of the

Many people have worked on this
feature
and
should
be
acknowledged. Special thanks go to
interviewers Chris Hammond and
Russ Parsons. Andy Carrillo drew
the Bandstand logo and guitar
graphic. Photographers include
Dawn Shorey, Phyllis Kushner,
Dan .Herrera, Howard Pace and
Wendell T. Hunt (who did the front
page today).

ffiusi-Sutvey Begins
ln this age of the Niclsens, the Gallups and the man in the gray
sharkskin suit asking whether your mate likes his chicken cooked less
greasy, the Daily LOBO is conducting its own poll of sorts. Unfortunately,
several months of political polls are a tough act to follow, but here's your
chance.
Pick your five favorite musical acts (no Mrs. Miller, please) and write in
to Musi-Survey. If we have to pick Karen and Richard Carpenter because
of the voter ttlrn·out, don't blame us. Send your five favorites to MusiSurvey, Box 20, UNM or drop them off at Rm. 138 Marron Hall. Also
you can call 277-6259 on Friday between 10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. Just ask
for George.

ASUNM Finan~~: Commiucc meeting 2 p.m., ..
Thur.~ •• Nov. II, rm.
SUD. Publii.! i~ in .. itcd.

:no.

FHEE

Coalition to Help Ease World Hunger \~ill meet to

discms plmls for tl1c

fa~t

for world hunger 011 Nov.

!8. ihe.mcding willl>c hi:, Nov. 12.3:30 p.m., rm.
110, sociology bldg,

ffiondQ_y-SQturdQy, 7- 9.

Nmio11nl Chicano Health Orgnniznt1Dr1 is offering
scholarships

ror

the spring scmcslcr

or

1977 to in-

!ere'itcd health science sfudcms. Applications may be
[Jickcd up nt the NCHO office In Chic~ no Studlci;.
For more in rormmion call Rick Lopez, 277-4137.

Boogie To:

Cosmic

Cosmic Charlie launches at Uncle
Nasty's this week. Steve Maes is
one of the top names in the guitar
business and is guaranteed to take
·
centerstage.
llrankie · Howard is singing
country-western music at the Tower
Bar 'on 2822 2nd NW all this week,
Emerald City is a rock 'n' roll
band. Since they're here at the
Pratt's Triangle Lounge, Tucson is
minus one band.
Moonshine is the FridaySaturday band at the Golden Inn.
Last week Golden lnn brought
Denmark's top band Gaso/in', and
their list of previous entertainers is
insurmountable, meaning the Inn
hires top-name acts in music.
L.B. Cottonwood plays early
Sunday afternoon at the Golden
Inn, the hav<;.n behind ·the
mountains.

Ch~tlie

UNCLE NASTY'S

"Precious Key to the Secret Treasury," di~cusslon
selected rroblcms in comparalt\'C philos(lphy, is
subject of Philomphy Club meeting, Fri., Nov. 12.
Pror. Fred Sturm will make the prc~cniBiion. Coffee,
cookie~ at 3 p.m. in Philo50phy Dept. Lounge.
Meeting at 3:30 in llbrnry (5th noor Humanities),
Everyone welcome.
o(

The ~nglhll 101 filial exam (or fall semcm~r will be
hdd on Monduy morning, Dec. 13, from 7:jOa.tn. to
10 a.m. nnd not rrotn g to 10 a.m. as Indicated in the
\pccinl examination ~chcduie in the Nov. 8 LOBO nnd
In 1hc 5(Jring prtrcgistration schedule or classes.
Computer Dating (orm~ nrc on th~ way, ·rake rour

date to the d!Ulcc Frl. 1 NO\'. 12.

·'

week as far as the country music
scene at 7707 E. Central Ave. is
concerned. If you're not familiar
with that address, .the place is
Caravan East.
Traveller was in our first Bandstand. Pierce plays havoc with his
guitar. Bird penetrates the. heart
with his magical voice. Parnegg
brings out the beast with his savage
bass. McDonald plays the little
drummer boy as his hands move
faster than a wink of the eye. All
this and more is happening at Ned's
on Central all this week.
100 Watts is electrifying the
crowd at the Tender Trap at 5600
E. Central Ave. The band is
currently from San Francisco and
the ohms and amps and ergs are
jumping along with the rest of the
crowd. It's really too shocking.
They're doing a series of gigs on the
night club circuit.
Full Circle is rounding out the
entertainment at the Bird of
Paradise Restaurant & Loungeon,
5211 Gibson SE.
Moonrise will melt the moon
with their easy going rock at the
Extra Point Lounge on 7709 E.
Central where the moon also rises.
Los ChaVOSIIUls is the sax tax on
the crowd at Latin Quarter and they
will collect; your attention that is.
The group delivers some rock 'n'
roll and Latino music at 5402 W.
Central Ave.

The

Ni
Gri
Dirt Band
with the

Billy Speers Band

November 15

Popejoy Hall

Tickets Available· At:

8 p.m.

General Store (Both Locations) • Candyman in Santa Fe ·
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts .
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A Double-Barrel Beattie Review

~

quality fiction found in the New
Yorker, Atlantic, and Playboy.
Chilly Scenes is a novel of the sam~
caliber.

Distortions; Chilly Scenes of
o
Z Winter/ Ann Beattie! Doubleday,
$7.95 each.
0
.n
neviews by Lynda Sparber
3 Book
In times to come, when people
.£ read either of these two books, they
~ will have to have been children of
8 the Sixties to fully appreciate the
'f.< moods and tones of the stories.

Ann Beattie has captured in her
writing the weird, absurd thoughts
and lives people lead. Her stories
and novel are slice-of-life encounters, bits and pieces of lives
which make you feel you are a
weekend visitor in the home of the
characters.
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of stories, it flows as a novel.
Beattie ties together almost all the
pieces by making some elements
common to the plots: repetition of
names, fantasies, thoughts, or pets.
Aside from this threat uniting the
stories, however, the plots all differ
greatly, or at least the way
problems are dealt with differ.

Some of the scenarios Beattie
creates include a tale of a man who
quits his executive job to take
While Distortions is a collection tickets at a theater and live with a
·girl in orange lipstick who dreams
of being Eric Clap ton's lover. ·
TR.ANSPORTATION
Her characters smoke hash when
they think they're overeating, mail

Distortions and Chilly Scenes of
Winter are purely contemporary
works. Distortions is a collection of
19 short stories of the kind of high-

OJ
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New York: The Other Side
City
Lives! James
Wagenvoord! Holt Paperback $7.95
Book Review by Sheepshead Bay

Atts

Wagenvoord. I don't really care,
because he is a fine photographer
and the pictures on this page do not
do him justice - no newspaper
reproduction can .
But what really grabs you and
shakes you by the neck and yells,
"Look, you're wrong. about New
York," are the people.

Give someone a camera and a
pen, then set them loose on New
York City. If the person has talent
like James Wagenvoord, he will
return with a work of art- flawed,
.over-written- but a work of art.
The >ubject matter is so varied
that a person with an eye for detail,
tone and so little compassion can't
help but produce a book which
entertains and actually sends many
messages.

&
media

letter's to their husbands about Sam-whose fascination over his
fictional lovers, stop being dead dog rivals the intensity of
housewives to go to mortuary Charles' for his lover.
(motorized bicycle)
school, think strangers are reinWhat labels. these works as
carnations of their cats, strip and contemporary? Tricks. Describing
pose for UFO travelers, burn up a characters by doing Dewar's White
boat-load of children.
Label profiles on them. Having
"Sound of Silence" come on the
The imagery and humor are radio. McDonald's. Kentucky Fried
, ,, for low-cost transportation
straight out of the perverse mind of
... for ~ore fun with great mileage
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too!
someone who knows how it feels to
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!
The Book of Pot/ Pamela have .your lover involved with
1410 Second NW
JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO.
Lloyd! Ridge Press, $3.95
someone else (one of the recurring
Phone 247-2404
Book Ueview by Lynda Sparber
situatkms).
"We do not advocate any illegal
~
Her style is both casual and i '
activity and in fact strongly caution
the reader against it. .. " (Book of
'\'~
,.
Pot)
~
Thusly BoP'begins. In the pages ihough out.-ageous, manner.
~~
which follow, the author, apparently using a "look but don't
In Chilly Scenes, Beattie has her
touch philosophy; teaches the protagonist, Charles, represent the
reader about rolling, choosing, freak of the Sixties whose
growing, and smoking marijuana.
radicalness has been reduced to
BoP is trite. It is the kind of swiping boxes of government pens
''literature" which makes one from work for his friends ... and
understand why ASUNM had such lover.
problems
passing
their
decriminalization bill. What makes
The lover is a mainly unseen but
it more disappointing is that its ever-present force adding meaning
author is the executive editor of to an otherwise jumbled life. While Chicken. Other deep, dark inHigh Times, a monthly which has Charles waits for her to leave her nuendos and symbolisms only
shown a matter-of-fact and mature husband, he contends with an someone who has read Steal This
insane mother, Susy-cream-cheese Book or listened to Janis Joplin
to the subject.
onsored By Student Activities approach
There is really nothing new in sister, drunk waiter, and friend would catch on to.
BoP: Eight,steps to rolling a joint
(wit It hands sporting wickedly long
red fingernails); a romp in the buff
through a field of pot; a
shotgunning couple; stoned out in
front of a blank TV screen.
The book includes a smattering
of pot recipes (hardly Julia Child
stuft): Fire crackers are prepared
Fine Clothing For Men And Women
with pot, peanut butter, and
crackers. Sounds yummy.
The book includes a history of Porgy and Bess/ Ray Charles and Bess" the producer felt that each
song should be sung by the artist
pot, a glos>ary of pot terms, a Cleo Laine! RCA CPL2-1831.
who could best handle it-rather
diagram of the chemical structure
Record Review by Carlotta A.
To All
than following Gershwin's original
of pot, and a guide to paraphenalia.
Garcia and Mary Steil
qpera (for instance, Charles sings
All in all, it would be alright for the
A new recording of Porgy and the Buzzard Song which is sung by
teacher's lounge in high school. (It Bess has been put out by RCA. It a woman in the opera).
even deals with the smell of pot.)
tries to encompass the "spirit of
is
an
insult
to
the
readers
of
Porgy and Bess" and almost
BoP
1425 Central NE
Highlights of the album are
High Times. It is crass grass succeeds. Ray Charles sings Porgy Charles' instrumental "SumAlbuquerque N.M. 842-6261
commercialism which would never and Cleo Laine sings Bess. In order mertime" introduction which
~-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r_u_n_i_n_t_h_e_m_a_g_a_z_in_e_i_t_'e_I_r._ _ _ _ _t_o_c_a.:.p_tu_r_e_'_'_th_e_s_p_i_ri_t_o_f_P_o_r_g_y_a_n_d" replaces the orchestral overture, the
"Summertime" vocal sung by
Charles and Laine (their interpretation
includes
improvisation) backed by a big band'
sound which yields a very earthy
.
Four Performances
sound; Charles' solo in "A Woman
PRESENTS
is a Sometime Thing;" and the
at POPEJOY HALL
Charles-Laine duet of "I've got
Saturday, November 13th
Plenty O' Nuttin'."
&
Sunday, November 14th
If one could bi1y side A and B of
1:30 and 3:30
the
album alone, it would be worth
each day
the
money-but sides C and D
.
Join Snipe the jester, Gaspard the magician, and
which contain five instrumentals
Damon, the prince who would rather be a clown,
with their vocal counterparts is
on their hilarious search for Diana, the princess who
boring.
has run off to be a gypsy, in THE CLOWN PRINCE,
Throughout the album Charles'
a delightful comedy for children of all ages.
~----::..
performance is whole and full of
PLUS
emotional energy. Laine, on the
bY Bill Ha!>~den
other hand, gels carried away with
The Albuquerque Children's Theatre
the accessories of singing and never
BALL[T COMPANY
gets to the "meat" of the songs,
in
unless she sings with Charles.
"The Raymonda Variations"
Ballet
The album should be entitled The
Greatest
Hits of Porgy and Bess.
IN, ADV ANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for groups of I 0 or more
The title is misleading. One thinks
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE
one is getting the script and original
score with Charles and Laine in the
Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office • 277-3121
leading roles. Instead, one ends up
and Albuquerque Ticket Agency with nothing more than a popular,
nostalgic look at ·Gershwin and
at Coronado Center 883-1080
Porgy
and Bess. Those who expect
For further infonnation, caH A.C.T. at 268-6561
a traditional version of Porgy and
Bess shouldn't buy this album.

Wagenvoord opens your ears to
the Puerto Rican apartment
manager whose tenement was
burned down. The man built his
own shack on the cleared lot and
there he lives.

Scooter

High Ti_mes
Pot Guide

Free

~~eh~rrr~~t~r;~~~~h~n ~~~~~~~~~ ~ .lj

NFL

Football Follies
.

10- 3 Daily Nov. 15 - 19

.s

SUB Ballroom lobby

Scorpios
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in the alleyways at night; the fear of
walking through Times Square at
one in the morning; the dirt; the
humidity; or the insane violence
that just begins and never really
stops. ·
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But Wagenvoord is able to wake
memory of the little joys of the
wine-making
Italian
neighborhoods; the pizza parlors right on
the street; the talking to strangers
on the subway; neighborhoods
untouched by urban decay; the
riotous street celebrations in the
middle of summer for no reason at
all; and the very sick joy of being
part of one of the largest living
organisms in the world.
Wagenvoord tells you what he is
going to show in the beginning of
the book:
"And those folks in the heartland, the club joiners, the doubleknit and white-patent-leather-shoe
wearers, you don 'I bump into them
in a media man's bar or in the
Hamptons, but you bump into
them in the city. They live here,
too.
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"If there's a meeting ground it's
in business in commerce. Let me do
my thing - you do your thing. I
don't oppose you, and we can get
along as neighbors and good
friends. It shouldn't be that hard.
When I think of New York, I
forget these people. Most of us
think of New York as a series of ongoing horror shows; the junkies
lining the street in the day; the
street walkers cursing and screwing

is also capable of giving the
reader an overwritten imagery of
New York. The flaw is minor, but it
has to be mentioned.
I don't know if there is a school
of photography to classify
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Or the Hassidic Jew:

The Grape Man, who at the end
of the wine season will be the
Christmas Tree Man,
and
throughout most of the year is a bus
driver, maintains a slightly worried
look as in his gravelly voice he...

Chatles Looks Back
On 'Potgy and Bess'

Albuquerque Children's Theater

(1)

'[)

"I've never taken any help from
the ciry; I just sit here and people
help me out. If I have a drink, I
have that, too. For money I ask/or
quarters. That's what I do."
Listen to the resident of Breezy
Point, a section of Queens usually
referred to as the Irish Miami
Beach:
"Three of my four children have
bangalows on the beach. We're
permanent here and my oldest son's
gonna be permanent. My mother's
down the beach, my brother's down
the beach - that's how it grows.
That's one tiring down here, don't
say nothing about unless you know
e11erybody on 1he beach - because
everybodys related.

Wagenvoord wandered the
streets of New York and its
suburbs, making the little
discoveries even fourth-generation
New Yorkers make when turning
down an unknown street - hidden
and tree-lined - or into a burnedout
slum ... something
different ... something strange beautiful- terrifying.
Wagenvoord,
who
was
responsible for the masterful
Hangin' Out: City Kids, City
Games, takes us on a trek through
the changing neighborhoods, into
homes and lives with a wonderful
decency and compassion for not
only the people, but the city.
But the man who was responsible
for giving us lines like:

. _.· 1-··
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DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something abvut it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. Free. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads over 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
learn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!
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DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read tonight.
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TONIGHT,

.
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UNMCampus
Room 253

Un1sex Hair Des1qn CentrP.

"Head Trips for Dudes Be Dolls"
Exclusively by ap1potfntment
(Between Wyoming
or"!d Louisiana)

7804 Central Sf

255·0166

~

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
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"'§_. Will Open This Saturday In Odessa

i

Lobo Gymnasts Hop·e to Rebound In '76-'77

Q ..
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The UNM gymnastics team will
open its 1976-77 season a few weeks
.£:> earlier this year than last with a meet
·c;; thfs Saturday ·against Odessa
Q College in Odessa, Tex.
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Lobo coach Rusty Mitchell said
~ his team, which usually has its first
:;:: meet around Dec. 1, will also have
<V
an intrasquad meet next Tuesday in
Z Johnson Gym. Mitchell said he will
8 introduce his new· recruits at the
~0 intrasquad and comment on the
&; upcoming season.

Four freshmen will be making the Eberle and Chuck Walters in
trip to Odessa, a perennial small- pommel horse; Bernal in rings; Day
college powerhouse. The rookie in vaulting; Bernal and Mac
gymnasts, are all-arounder Stan . Fresques on the parallel bars and
Kidd from Eldorado, flip-flapper. Day in the high bar.
Mitchell said the NCAA has
Tay Carter, ringman Ken Hoeg and
changed
the rules this year allowing
·George Martinez, who will cmppete
four
athletes
instead of three to
in the vaulting and high-bar events.
compete in the all-around, and two
Mitchell's veterans, who will also specialists in individual events. The
be competing in Odessa, include successful Lobo mentor said the
Chuck Wiggins, Perry Genovese new ruling will be geared to
American college
and Steve Ortiz in the all-around; preparing
Doug Day in floor exercise; John gymnasts for international competition.

said. "All I want is for them to do
what they're capable of. If they do
that then they will win a lot of
meets.''
Mitchell, who has a reputation as
a d}sciplinarian, said the big events

New Mexico's superstar, Ortiz,
will be leading the way for the
Lobos. The junior made it all the
way to the semi-finals of the
Olympic trials last year despite it
being his first season of collegiate
experience.
"We're looking pretty good for
this early in the season," Mitchell
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The team must overcome the cloud that looms over them-that of the
chance of extinction. I'm really hoping the team can mature enough to put
those problems behind them and win this weekend's tourney.

'

"By Tim Gallagher
It might have been the last

i.

·'
The strong UNM gymnastics team opens its season this
weekend and is hoping to rebound from its poorest finish in
a decade last year.
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$55.00 in 2.2 oz taffeta
$65.00 in 65-35 polyester
and cotton (12 oz down)
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The UNM women's field hockey team, in action here against Santa Fe Prep, has its backs
to the wall in the Intermountain Conference Tournament this weekend. It might be their
last tourney.

Last Try for Stickers In Tourney

By Russ Parsons
Only one member of last week's starting New Mexico defensive backfield will be back against Brigham Young as Lobo coaches desperately try
to plug the gaps in the defensive secondary.
Only sophomore cornerback Max Hudspeth, the team's leading interceptor, is scheduled to take the field in the same spot as he did in the
Utah game.
And for good reason, as the Lobos allowed 313 yards passing including
touchdown tosses of 98 (a WAC record) and 57 yards. Over the course of
the season UNM opponents have averaged 166 yards a game through the
air.
So, Smokey Turman (who started at tailback against Utah) has been
moved to one co'rner. Tim Westcott, a sometimes starter at cornerback,
will play weak safety while freshman Bill Turner will start at monster.
In addition, sophomore nose guard Ken Zintak will see action as a
defensive end in certain situations.
Coach Bill Mandt was pleased enough with the way this unit was
working in practice to venture a few attempts at humor-something that
isn't easy when you're team is 3-5.
"That's our strategy for Saturday," Mandt said as the card team
imitating BYU's offense completed two passes in succession against the
Lobo starting defense.
"We're going to let them complete three passes in a row and then intercept the next one and return it for a touchdown."
That may take the week's award for gallows humor. BYU, behind the
passing of all-WAC quarterback candidate Gifford Nielsen, blitzed UTEP
with 474 yards passing and four touchdowns. Nielsen only accounted for
319 of those yards, but UNM will probably take only limited solace in that
fact.
It's also doubtful that Nielsen has a sort spot for the Lobos-after all
they gave him the Cougars' starting quarterback spot. Last year, UNM
knocked out BYU's top two quarterbacks, bringing Nielsen off the bench.
He responded in perfect Frank Merriwell fashion by completing 10 of 12
passes for 148 yards and a pair of touchdowns. So much for gratit~de.

.z

The situation is lousy. The fact that they've been informed that they
might not be around next year has caused problems.

Lobo Backs Play
Musical Chairs
In Secondary

The skiing, backpacking,
snowshoeing, just hanging
out parka by Class 5 is filled
with 10 oz of prime goose
down lofty and warm yet it's
total weight is only 26 oz.
The down filled storm flap,
drawstring at waist, and
snaps at the sleeve increase
its ability to keep you warm
when the temperature drops.
Stash your hands in the
handwarmer pockets and
your gear in the cargo
pockets and you're all set
for winter!
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I can't be totally objective about the UNM women's field hockey team.
. They were my first love.
Starting out as a novice in this business, the first team I was assigned to
cover was the field hockey team which I labeled "The Big Plaid Machine"
and then wrote a letter of apology to Spar key Anderson, I had a mild interest with the team as they won game after game in the fall of 1975, but
really got hooked on the team when they lost the Fiesta and came in third
at the Intermountain Conference matches. As Roger Kahn wrote in The
Boys of Summer, "You may glory with a team in victory, but fall in love
with them in defeat."
Well, that's the way it happened for me and when I found that the
program was going to be dropped this year I was very angry.
The passage of days mellowed me until yesterday when I saw them practice for what might be the last time.
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By Tim Gallagher
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in this year's schedule will be the
multi-team Lobo open in Jlj.nuary,
then the exhibition performance
between the Japanese national team
and UNM, and finally UNM will
host theW AC championships.

Mitchell, who had his worst
season as a coach at UNM last year
finishing third in theW AC, said the
Lobos have improved considerably
in the compulsories. "We're much
better than last year," he said,
"and e\'erybody will be back."

For rti¥<jfrri'lflrcm
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practice ever for a UNM women's
field hockey team Wednesday
afternoon at Johnson field, but the
team members are doing all they
can to make sure it won't be.
The women will fly to Tucson,
Ariz. today where they will compete
in the Intermountain Conference
matches on Friday and Saturday.
Should the Lobos finish out of the
top two, it might be their last games
ever. The athletic council accepted
a recommendation from women's
athletic director Linda Estes to
drop field hockey and replace it
with softball.
But the team is fighting its battle
for survival on two fronts-on the
field and in the athletic council
office.
·
The team members met with the
athletic council at a special session
Tuesday night, presented their side
of the story to the council and
asked them to review their decision.
They'll begin their other battle
Friday at 9 a.m. against the
University of Northern Colorado.
The Lobos will face Arizona and
Brigham Young later in the day.
The top two teams out of the
tourney will advance to the national
tournament to be held. in Valley
Forge, Pa. later this month.
"We haven't reached a peak
yet," said coach Bev Quinlan. "I

Daily Lobo

Sports .
know all this mess with the athletic
council and dropping the program
has taken their minds off the game.
I'm hoping they'll take all the anger
they've built up and channel it
toward where it should go."
Quinlan didn't vocalize what
direction she meant, but her eyes
said the University of Northern
Colorado.
A few of the team members said
that internal ·problems with the
team had caused the team to play
far below its potential this season.
"We've had a lot of personality
clashes this year," one team
member said. "People are getting
angry at each other and yelling and
stuff out on the field. But I really
think we've gotten over that. We
had a team meeting after we met
with the athletic council and got a
lot of things straightened out."
Quinlan agreed. "Some of the
less mature members of team were
allowing the trouble we've been
having to affect them. They became
frustrated with their play and
started taking it out on other team
members.''
Quinlan said the controversy

surrounding the team has stifled the
team's ability to play as a unit.
"There have been times when we've
played well, but we've nevec
reached· the point we were at last

year."
UNM has already knocked off
at the Lobo Field Hockey
Fiesta in October. "But they've
improved a lot since then," said
Quinlan.
The Lobos have tied and beaten
Arizona and they've beaten and lost
to Brigham Young, their other
opponent Friday.
Last year, UNM finished third in
U~C
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= Thursda~ Night =

the Intermountain Tourney in ~
Greeley, Colo. UNC won the'§
tourney last year and UNM .lost to §
eventual runner-up BYU m the ::
semi-finals.
This y~ar, the sticker~ won the §
UNM FJeld Hockey F1esta, but :
have not won any other tour- §
naments.
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DOU bl e FeatUfe §~

Attack of the Giant ~
§
Leeches and Attack s
of the Saucermen §
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BANKAMERICARD.

Interested in a Part-Time Job?
15 to 20 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience

Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
Phil Franczyk, CLU
292-2830
We have 5 o_penings available.

§ Glory Stompers §
§ with Dennis Hopper ~
~

7 p.m. showing only

E

~

SUS Theatre
Adm. $1.00
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Organic Gardening Center
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~shoe

On Sale!

500 San Pedro
266-7025
(Comer qr/.uni and San P<'rlm;

Earth Shoe
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Now 2 Locations
1601 4th NW 243-2543 Mon.thru Fri. 10-3
2805 San Mateo NE 881-7799 Mon. thru Sal. 10-8 Sun i0-3
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Bene Sandwiche'

Aloes 79¢
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• Pest Control
• Planting MeJhods
• Sick Plants

~
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Lei Our E\perr Solve Your Problems On

Hours: Monday thru Friday 10-6 Sat 10-5

I

~Case of the ffilsslng ~
§
Switchboard
~

2320 Central Ave. SE
268-4876

::
§

Coronado Center
293-6530
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FINALLY! COMPUTER DATES arc in the mail!
Date dance November 12, w~tch for details. 11/12

PERSONALS

TOM PARROTT PLAYS the real folk blues. Sunday
at the Bison-Tentative, 106Cornell Sl.l, 11112
TRAVELLER IS ATNed's
AvenueSE tt/15

EIP<;nal~ 4200-Central

.......,..,_

CONTACTS?'/ CASEY OPTICAL Compuny,< 2~58736. tfn

Z5¢ BEER PARTY, OKIES, for all wnlkers at UCP
walkathon November 13. 255-1084. 1 t 112
UNIVERSITY NIGI-JT AT the l1ockey game. Sunday
November 14, 7:00p.m. $1 .OOoffwilh University I D,
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bismarck Capitols.
•r;Qgley Coliseum. 11/12

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

U1'11 I t:U

reature ~yndlcate

ACROSS
1 Laissez
-----: Economic
Doctrine
6 Track
schedules
11 Mild oath
140nslaught
15 Consisting
of meal
16 Antique
auto
17 Think hard
19 "It's an ___ 1..
20 Dislike
21 Time
periods
22 Footballer
----- Nevers
24 Building
beam
26 Swapped
27 Noted PGA
member
30 Moves
timidly
32 Speak
publicly
33 PI
11
g=~~!n Y
34 --- bag
37 ~j~~le
38 Dark-cold
39 ?~~ 0 ~~ose
marionette
maker
40--- cake
41 Brag
42 Nervewracking
43 Those of

legal age
45 Listened to
and considered
46 Laura------:
Can.
.
heroine
48 Vain display
49MissTerry
50 Not moving
quickly
52Downwith:
Fr.
56 Drs.
57 Not stupid
60 Third: Prefix
6 1 Snare
62 Jai alai
basket
63 Mouths
64 Fescue, for
one .
65 Organtc
compound

Wednesday's Puzzle So[ved:

5 M E E lR A p E lo
A I L S E R 0 DE
5 T AT E 5 I DER

SE.ATURAL

TONES
IAN
.
P A T E N T T 0 L L C~ L L
I 0 0 5 EVEN E ER I E
LOW

ORIA ..

men~

-.r~

A R E N lA-S E R): C 0 IN
R E L EN Tlr"S P 0 R 5
ACE SETON
P R E T E N D R0 5 T RUM
ROVE TUOORHOVSE
0 0 E S E RA5 E U5 E 5
p E S T
D 0 ME 5 R E E S

10 Expressed
scorn
11 Perform ostentatiously
02 Bird of
prey's nest
13 Loved to excess
18 ----East
23 Censure:
DOWN
Slang
25
Spelling--French
1
26 Portable
marshal
shelter
2 Wild ox
27 Pacific
3 Negative
salmon
contraction 28 zone
4 Payment
29 California
acknowledgecity: 2

5 M ldi season
6 Travel by
car
7 Acquire by
labor
8 Greek lettars
9 Saigon holir:-~=---r=-.:;;.;;:;;;:...........,,...d_a Y

T H Ll 5
RA R E
0 I 5 E

38 Valiant
39 Oozings
41 Afire
42 Pro---:
Temporarily
44 Female
animal
45 Utter a
mournful
sound
46 Sept. 1954
pact: Abbr.

4 7 ~~~~-w~:~~t
48 Battery terminals
50 Greek portico
51 Without:
wo~s
Suffix
30 School
53 Most suitable
group
54 Cost of
31 VIolent
speech
something
33 Unruly child 55 Top-notch
35 De Valera's
athlete
58 ---· easter
kind
36 Brought to
59 Frozen
water
maturity

ANNOUNCING! KLYT~Conten1porary Christian
~~sic 24 hours a day-88.3 FM. t l/16
WANTED! MAN INTERESTED in becoming a
Sqout leader for work with growing local troop.
Personal Reward and Satisl'aclion guaranteed. Must
be willing to take training. Cull Dvug 268-4863 or
Joe 268-0489, 11/16
COME SEE SHREW. Find 0111 why I'm laughing
at Dumas' "review(?)." 11/16
I FOUND IT.

11/12

HAPPY BIRTHDAY J .T,-from
IIIli

an

old friend.

COMING NOV. 14 A presentation on hair, skincare,
and nutrition by .Mr. Michael Ncalish of Jhirmack
enterprises at the Hilton Inn. tickets $3,50 at any
hair salon. t t /It

2.

FOUND: PSYCJiOLOGY book Rm. 219 in Mitchell
liall. Describe and claim, Marron Hall, Rm. 131.
11/12
FOUND: SMALL DRAWING instrument. Describe
& claim Rrn 131 Marron Hall. 11/12
·
FOUND; Roll of Microfilm 11/8. Call 266·9275.
11/16
FOUND: ART BOOK at Cornell Post Office, Call
and describe, 299·9245. 11/15
11/12

REWARD FOR HP·25 calculator lost in Mitchell
Hall last week, Light brown case, #585·90-5168.
Call265·7435 after 1:00. 11/12

3.

65 OLDS F-85, V·6, AT & AC, rebuilt engine, $800.
298·2298.

t 1/15

COJ.OR TV. COLOR and tint controls, Assume paY•
rnents of $7 a month. 10-year warranty, 255·7534.
I t/15

-

SERVICES

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR. For free esti·
mates, call evenings, 898-0810, 11/12
FAST ACCURATE TYPING-editing. Reasonable,
266-3953' 11/11
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
ficrs, aUto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10'7o dis·
count for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV'sforsalc. 11/18

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to zig-zag, buttonhole, Pay $19
and lake machine, 255-7535. 111!5
1974 PLYMOUTH. FULLY equipped $2,300; 1974
Ford Pimo fully equipped, $2,000; 1974 VW Super·
Beetle with air, $2,300; VW 4-speed w/air 1974
$2,200. Coronado Credit Union, Call 277-2431,
Vela<~OIIt-7

11/1"

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale, R.C. Hallett's,
843-9378. tfn
BUY I GET t FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's. t?/)
POTTERS WHEEL,
8641. 11/11

STEREO

$50.

1974 DODGE CHARGER-P.O., P.S., A.T., A.C.
Excellent condition. 292·1218. tfn
VASQUE HIKING BOOTS, ladies, 5, used once,
Excellent condition. $35,345-9675. 11/12
74 250 YAMAHA MX. HARDLY ridden, $59$.
265·0403, 11/12
1964 FORD PICKUP new engine w/shetl & boat
body in good condition. ask. $1,500 call 842·8148.
11/11
FREE TO GOOD HOME, 5 weeks old part great
dane puppies. call821-4977. 11/16
'71 DODGEPICKUP 20,000 mi. on engine & trans.
Camper-shell new tires, extras $1700 255-3272,
tl/16

5.

FOR RENT

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICA fiON PHOTOS. Lowe>t
prices in town! Fa;t, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444 or carne to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

MALE OR FEMALE roomic-$92.50 per mo.
Desperate. 298-7349 after five, II /II

$1.00 OfF with Unhorsily ID at Univmily Night at
the 1-lockcy Game. Sunday November 14, 7:00p.m.
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bim1arck Capitols.
TingloyColiseum. 11/12
~--.

-~~-~

---~~---·~--~-·---~

~ -~~--~~-

PERSONALIZED FLIGHT INSTRUCTION C-150
SIS/hr. solo, $21/hr. dual. C-172 $19/hr. solo,
S26Jhr, dual. Private, commercial, inmumcnt. Pri·
vate liceme $720 minimum 40 h". 2964938 298·
5993. 11/12

Phm;;::

FAMOUS ~QUlVI~RA--BOOKSHOP amigraphy Gallery il ''' block from Johmon Gym on
Cornell. Special order se"icc. 1fn
-"""~o-:; ~~
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FORSALE

PI,UGI:OT: Yellow, mint condition, Two months
old. Presently sells for $160. Sacririoe $107. 242·
0761 Jim 11117

TRAVEL

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9·16, $130. In·
eludes transporlation, litis & lodging, For information call 842-8569. $50 deposit due immediately.
UNM Ski Club. 11/26
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Rideline .. 265·9860,
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
11/30
INTRODUCING THE FASTEST bus in the west
(cheapest, too). The Grey Rabbit! NYC-$54. San
Francisl:o-$39, Call Rideline ... 265-9860, {303) 449·
6670 or apply at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
11/12
'

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

$1.00 OFF with University ID at University Night at
the Hockey Game. Sunday, November 14, 7 p.m.
Albuquerque Chaparrals vs. Bismarck Capitols.
TingleyC.,Ii<ellm
tl/12

... Ch.ild-Care

tO-SPEED, GOOD CONDITION. $50, 843·
6247. 11/12

SPACIOUS 2-br. FURNISHED APARTMENT
Utilities included, $195. References required. Also:
l·!l•·, at$65. 266·8fi74. 11/11

-r;;;:

7.

298-

TYPING, M.A. English. Selectric, on. campus.
296-8564. 11122

JSAi-~'vi(·A'-f-r'XAMS~·p,:eparc~ n~w. ·call
fcssional Educato" of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe,•S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields,
$500-$1200 monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free
information, Write: International Job Center,
Departmem NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/15

LANGE SIS BINDINGS. Bought at Ski Swap. Ski
boots, size 10\11. 344-1320 after 6 p.m., ask for Tom.
11/15

NORDICA SKJBOOTS, 10, used once, $25, 8438736. tfn

LOST &FOUND

I FOUND IT,

DUE TO DIVORCE. Branct new 1977 Kirby. Assume
payments of $7.47 a"month. New warranty, 255·
7535. 11/15

{can't from page t)

long as it has a tel~vision set, is no
longer legitimate and
-Certain standards of exercise
and nutrition must be adhered to.
Generally these new regulations
are meant to make use of the
research of the past 30 years, when
child development studies have
come of age, Paster said.
"While the state cannot regulate
parent decision-making, it can
prqvide minimal nghts and opportunities for the normal
development of children covered
here," she said.

·--~~---·.-::-----:-:-:::-=---

6.

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS m all levels. Foreign and Domestic
Teachers. llox 1063 Vancouver, Washington 98660
II/I t

looiiNu~r()i{-;\~loiTious, f;ers~;mbh:- indivi~
dual to manage Campus photographic business.
Offers opportunity to usc and develop full range of
management and marketing .skills. Excellent profit
potential. for more information, call colle~;:l. pcr~on~
to·pcrson for Bob Olmstead (405) 364-1777 or write
Photograplty Shoppc, Bo.x 637, Norman, Oklahoma
73070bcfore Nom11ber 15, 1976 t l/17

··-

Roberta Biggs, director and
owner of La Floresta Children's
Center, said the state should not
regulate child care, a free enterprise, and that "New Mexico is
one of the few states in which
children under two can be kept in
day-care centers, because of the
prohibitive costs of meeting
stringent ratios." She called the
defeat of lower ratios "a victory."

~'-------~-

PAIU·TIME JO!l. Graduate students only. Mmt be
o\'Cr 21 year~ old. Need two part-time cmplo)'ccrt for
day work. Also have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls,
please. Sa>e Way liquor Slorcs, 5704 Lomas NE,
5~16MenauiNF.
II 12

C. B. NEW PACE 2300 and antenna cost. $25-0.00
Will sell $145.00292-0072 ll/17

Come Fly With Us ...

1969 BMW 20\)2. High mileage but good condition.
Runs super w/cxtras. Make offer, 268-4050. 11/1 S

What A Challenge!!

SCHWINN LE TOUR. Excellent condition, new.
$170. Will sell for $105. 296·8454. ll/12

Peace Corps*Vista

SALE: 3-PIECE DENIM suits. Were $90, now
$38.50 at California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central
SE, across from campus. Open 10·6. 11/t 5

On Campus Now 17;18
Sign Up Now For Interview
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

STEREO DEPARTMENT CLOSING oUt all 1977
new stereo equipment. Pioneer, Sansui, 1\cnwood
receivers, 8-tracks, ree1to reels, 40 to 50 O:o off. While
they last, 255·7534. 11/15
~~----

DULCIMER, SPRUCE AND Mahogany. Dcautifu~
excellent condition. Call266-1764. 11/15

CO.flCli IiOUSE
Dry Cleaners
Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent
Students

20o/o Off tO

Employees
Faculty

On all Dry Cleaning, with valid U NM. ID

For Sale
""

Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening Gowns From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
Open Friday Nights Until 9

All The Latest In Formal Fashions
.
7:30-6 p.m. Mon. -Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

3014 Central SE

268-5787

Save 3.00 On 1st Pair
Save $4.00 On 2nd Pair
Thurs.- Sat.
Nov. 11th- 13th

lObo
men's

shop
2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

